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Qualifying Exam, April 2009
Real Analysis I

THIS IS A CLOSED BOOK, CLOSED NOTES EXAM
Solve 4 of the following 5 problems. You must clearly indicate which 4 are to be

graded.

Problem 1(25 points.)

If p* is an outer measure on X and {Ai}f is a sequence of disjoint p*-measurable sets, then for any

EcX, 
oo

p. (E n (up1Ai)) : t p. (E n A) .

j:L

Problem 2 (25 Points.)
Let C c [0, 1] be the Cantor set. Define / : lR -r IR' by

., \ ( r iftd.C;/(z/: t 0 tf r€C.

(a) Is / Lebesgue mea^surable on IR'? Justify your answer:

(b) Is / Riemann integrable on [0, 1]? Is / Lebesgue integrable on [0, 1]? Justify your answer'

dr

Problem 4 (25 Points.)
Let {f^} be a sequence of real-valued functions on lR.. Let m be the Lebesgue measure' Show that if

f, --. i"in'f,t1re, -j, tn"n fn --+ / in measure. Is the converse true? Justify your answer'

Problem 5 (25 Points-)
Let f and g be real-valued absolutely continuous functions on [4, b], a < b' 

-
(a) Show that the product /g is also absolutely continuous on [4, b]. (Hint: first show that / and I are

bounded.)- -(b) 
show nat [![|',1r)g(") + f (t)s'(r)]h: f (b)g(b) - f (a)g(a)'

. (Hint: Use the properties of the functionFroblem 3 (25 Points-)
Compure the following limit and justify the calculations

sirt 17 \T.) fn /r\Iim I nsin {- }
n*oo Jo \n/



Ph.D. Qualifying Examination in Probability

April 6, 2009

Instructions:

(") There are thren, problems, eo,ch of qual weight. You rnay submit work on oll thre.

(b) Ertra cred,it wi,u be giuen for a problem with aII parts solued, well.

(c) Look ouer all three problems before beginni'ng work.

(d) Start each problern on a, new page, and, number the pages.

(e) on each page, i,ndiu,te problem number and par-t, and wri,te uour narne.

(f ) Ind,i,cate Aour lines of reasoning and what background, results are being applied,-

Yr Yz-' "
1. Let ls-€,... be independent and identically distributed random variables with mean 0

and variance 1. Define
\an 1/.

X' lti=l 'rL: (2,;6{bs,r,i.Jit'

(a) The following fact is true (do not provide proof): with probability 1

ltff:o Xn: !. (1)

use this to conclude that xn does not --+ 0 with probability 1.

(b) Show that Xn ---+ 0 in probability'

(c) show that x, d,oes not -r N(0,1) (standard normal) in distribution'

(d) Show that X' --+ 0 in mean square'

(e) Show that the random variable suPn2l X' is finite with probability 1'



2. Let P and Q be probability measures on (N+, .,4), where "4 is the class of all subsets of
the positive integers N+. Let d(P,Q) denote the total variation metric

*eAlP(A) - A@)1.

(a) Verify that

d,(P,e):*i v@)-e@)l
" rn:o

(b) Let P be Bernoulli(p) and Q Poisson(p). Show that

d,(P,Q): p(l - e-o) 1 P'.

(c) Let P be Bernoulli(p) and Q Poisson(.\), where l - -ln(1 -p)- Show that

d,(P,Q) - p -.\e-) : L - e-r - )e-r 
=t ^' 

-

(d) Let P be the distribution of tl X;, where Xt, . . . , Xn are independent and X" is
Bernoulli(pn), 1( i1n, andlet Q be Poisson (!i)a), where)r: -ln(1 -p;). showthat

d,(P,Q) =li^:



3. Let F be a cumulative distribution function. Its med,i,an is v : F-t(Llz) : inf{c :

F(r) 2I/2\. Assume that u is the un'i,que solution of F(r-) < L/2 < F(*). Consider
the sample medi,an, based on a sample of independent and identically distributed random
variables Xu. .. , X,, from F, defined as

where Xyn S "' S
integer

(u) The following
proof): for every e )

Dn: Xy tr:nJt

X,,.r, denote the ordered sample values a,rnd Lyl denotes the greatest

u u is true (do not provideexponential probability inequality for
0,

P(li^-ul >e) (2)

with

. A. : min{F(z + t) - L/2,L12 - F(, - t)}.
Use this to conclude that 0n + v with probability 1.

(b) Suppose that F is differentiable at z with F'(r) > 0. Show that with probability 1

li'^-ul:O , fl 1OO.

(.) Use (2) to obtain an exponential probability inequality for

sup lD-, - ul.
rnTn



Ph.D. Qualifying Examination in Statistical Inference

April B, 2009

Instru,cti,ons:

(a) There are three problems, each of qu,al weight. You may submit work on aII three.

(b) Ertra creilit uti,Il be giuen for a problem ui,th all parts solud well.

(c) Look oaer all three problems before begi,nning work.

(d) Stan ench problern on a new Wge, ond nunber the pages.

(e) On each page, indicate problem nurnber and, par-t, and wri'te your narne.

(f ) Indicate your lines of reasoning and what background results are being applied.

1. Let 4 denote convergence in distribution and 3 denote convergence in probability.

(a) Suppose that a statistic 4, for estimation of d satisfies

T' - tt^ 3 Lr1o, L), n-+ oor (1)
orL

where on + 0' n -t oo' and 
!r- ---+ 0. n ---+ a. e)Fn --+ 0, n --'+ @.

Show that ?. is cons'istent fot esimation of 0:

T* L o. (3)

(b) In order also to have

.r _A ,t '71 " 3 lr(0, 1) , n -) oo,
,r"

what (if any) additional condition(s) are needed?

(4)



2. Let Xt,. . . , Xnbe a sample of i.i.d. random variables with univariate distribution F(r-?),
where F is given and has density "f, and the location parameter d is unknown and take.s values
in the real line IR.

(a) Considertestingthenullhypothesis H:0:0versusthealternativeK:g:1. Give
the form of a test that is most powerful of its size.

(b) Fbr H:0 ( 0versus K:0 > 0, and F: standardnormal, showthat thetest in (a)
is uniformly most powerful (UMP) of its size.

(c) For H:0 ( 0 versus K:0 > 0, and / the Cauchy density

11
f (r):;TT7,

show that there does not exist a uniforrnly most powerful (UMP) test.

(d) When a UMP test does not exist, one may consider a locally most powerful (LMP)
test, say /, which maximizes the slope of the power function at the boundary between fI
and K among all tests of the sarne size. That is, @ is LMP if for any other test {* satisfying

we have

ff
I 6.@)f (r)dr s I Q@)f (")dr,

JJ

#V Q.@)r(r - tlo"fi,=o s #V d@)r(r - t)o,f 
,=,

the above Cauchy density, the LMP test exists and rejects I/ for sufficientlyShow that for /
Iarge values of

.3- 2X,
\v

?1+x7?': L



3. Let F denote the distribution Binomial(k,p), where k is a known positive integer a,nd

0 < p < 1 is unknown. We are interested in estimating the probability of exactly one success,

i.e., the parameter 0 : Pp(X - 1) : kp(L - P)k-t, based on a random sample of size 2, Xt
and X2, from F.

(a) Find the distribution of. X1* Xz. Show that this statistic is complete and sufficient.

(b) E>rylicitly find a UMVUE for 0. Carefully justify your answer.

(c) Is your estimator in (b) unique? Why?



Ph.D. Qualifying Exam: Spring 2009
Linear models

Number of questions - 3.

Simplify your answers as

credit.

Answer all of them. Total points : 50.

much as possible and carefully justify all steps to get full

1. Consider the simple linear regression model,

Y: 0o * /tni * €i, i : L,2,... ,fr,,

where the e; follow independent N(0, o2) distribution, with Bs, 0r and o2 as the un-

known parameters. Let 0o, grand d2 denote the estimators of these pa'rameters derived

using the standard least squares theory. our interest is in computing a 100(1 - o)%

confidence interval for $ : -0ol lrby first constructing an interval for 6 : -d+ r and

then applying a transformation'

(a) Show that 7 - 50' - N(0' o")' where [7 points]

,:L.tr#a
(b) Show that T : (Y _ 60,)l@fr) follows dtn-zdistribution. [5 points]

(c) Use the result in (b) to find a 100(1 - o)% confidence interval for d' [4 points]

(d) Use the interval in (c) to find a 100(1 - o)%confidence interval for $' [2 points]

(e) what difficulties, if any, would you face if you try to directly compute a confidence

interval for / by starting with the distribution of fr : -golg'? [2 points]

2. Consider the simple linear regression model

Yi: go * gfit * et, x: I,2'' '' ,fr,

where T :0 and the elrors are correlated' N(0,o2) random variables

o'p,,il j. Assume that the correlation 0 ( p <I is known' The

arrd o2 are unknown.

(a)Derivethebestlinearunbiasedestimatorofthe2xlvector
g : (Bo,0r). Specify the distribution of 0' [8 points]

with cou(.1, .i )
parameters 0o, 0r,

p



(b) Develop a suitable test for Ile : 0t : 0 versus, H1 : fu I 0. [7 points]

3. Consider the linear model

Yi : 0t* eii, i : L,2,...,rni, i : Lr2, "',tu,

where the e13 foilow independent N(0, a2) distributions. Derive an F-test for [15

points]

Ho: &:'i,, 'i,: !r. .. ,fl, versus, H1 : not Hg'



Ph.D. Qualifying Exam in Statistical Methods
April 11, 2009

Ppoject "Study of Depression", the data set is available on
www. utdallas. edu/ -s16aron/ Qual

A study of 3,189 high school students has been conducted in order to find socioeconomic a^nd

family factors that may be associated with stress and depression. Data Set "depression.txt" (or

"depression.sasfbdat" for SAS users) contains some variables obtained from this study'

Column Variable
1 Participant's identification number

Possjb le factors affecting depression

\z
ig
;

:

i'4
i

I

Gender (female or male)

Guardian status:
O-does not live with both natural parents

l:lives with both natural Parents
Comrnunity Cohesion Score (16-80) it shows how strongly

the Participant is connected to the community
Response variabJes

Total Depression Score (0-60)

clinical Diagnosis of Major Depression:

(for the clinical sample of patients only)

l-positive diagnosis; 0-

Use these data to answer the following questions. Support all your conclusions with suitable

tests arrd mod<il selection methods. Statelhl necessary assumptions being used and verify them'

a;;Jf; ;ttip* urrd influential observations. Apply remedial measures if necessary'

L. What faCtors appear to have significant effect on the level of depression measured by the

depression score?

2. Areeffects of gender and guardian status fixed or random? Explain'

3. Is there apV significant interaction, and what does its presence (or absence) mean?

4. Construct a g0% prediction interval for the total depression score of Jane, a female student

wholivesjwithbothparentsandhasacohesionscoreof30.
i

5. Ann is albo a female student with a cohesion score of 30, however, she lives with her aunt'

separately from her parents. Derive the form and construct a90To prediction interval for the

differencd irr depression scores of Jane and Ann'

groups according to their gender and guardian status' Find all the

-"un dupr"ssion scores for these groups' keeping the experimentwise

0.05.

tiving with natural parents have a lower chance to be diagnosed

being diagnosed with major depression for both Jane and Ann'

in estimating these probabilities?

:

6. The students fall into 4

significant differences in
error ratq not exceeding

7. Do the htign school students
with majpr dePression?

i

B. Estimate ithe Probabilities of
Which factors are significant



analysis: method,

sAS, PROC ...

... Vari,able ...

reasons, and results. For example:

with opti,on ... The F test g'i,ues a

ui,olates assurnption ... because ...

:

I

i

I

In the repoit, describe every step of your
i

Test slgrli,fico,nce of uariable XYZ. (Jse
I

p-aalue of ... Therefore, ... ...
I

Veri,fy aspumptions of the test. Use ...
ThereforQ, ... ...

i

Attach youf computer programs and only
of output that l*ete not used to answer quest

Email the rJeport to mbaron@utdallas.edu
I

I

I

I

i

i

,

parts of the output. Do not attach the partsrelevant
ions.


